
 

 

 
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE                           
 
Careers in oil and gas to be promoted at grassroots, says Aquaterra Energy 
 
Aquaterra Energy, the leading offshore engineering solutions company with headquarters in Norwich, 
showcased its business to the next generation of talented employees at the Choose Your Future Careers 
Convention last week at the Norfolk Showground. 
 
The Choose your Future events bring together companies within the 
Energy sector to display the breadth of careers on offer and the various 
entry routes available to young people.   
 
For companies like Aquaterra Energy, the knowledge that demand for 
graduate engineers in the UK far exceeds the current supply, is a major 
concern.  The company acknowledges that there is a skills shortage in 
East Anglia in relation to high calibre mechanical engineers and other 
disciplines. Attracting those with the experience required is challenging. 
  
Steve Way, HR Manager at Aquaterra Energy, commented: “Aquaterra Energy works closely with 
leading education providers, including both the University of Cambridge and the University of East 
Anglia locally, to support knowledge transfer programmes and encourage engineers to consider careers 
within the oil and gas industry.  The company already has in place an impressive placement scheme and 
offers summer placements and one year in industry placements for Mechanical Engineering 
undergraduates. 
 
“However, we feel that promoting careers in the oil and gas industry needs to be started at a grassroots 
level.  Schools need to place more emphasis on vital subjects like Physical Sciences in addition to 
Mathematics and IT as well as developing students’ problem solving skills.  We have created 
partnerships with some local schools that have a strong Physics led approach, for example the Norwich 
School in the EES Scheme. 
 
Way added: “Aquaterra Energy is committed to building the skills pipeline and we are currently 
supporting three engineering apprentices.  There are many things that businesses operating in our 
industry can do to help attract new talent into the industry including: offering work experience; 
developing close working relationships with university departments; considering non-engineers for 
commercial roles and maths graduates for analytical roles; and delivering talks and presentations to 
secondary school staff and students.” 
 

Steve Way, Human Resources 
Manager at Aquaterra Energy 

 



 

 

ENDS 
 
For further information and images please contact Gemma Fulcher, Aquaterra 
Energy, gemmafulcher@aquaterraenergy.com; 01603 788 233 or Alison Taylor, Conscious 
Communications, alison.taylor@consciouscomms.com; 01223 393 812; 07775 925 452. 
 
About Aquaterra Energy Ltd 
www.aquaterraenergy.com 
 

• Aquaterra Energy Ltd specialises in offshore engineering solutions for the international oil & gas 
industry, providing services to more than 100 customers in over 35 countries worldwide 

• The company has offices in Aberdeen, Cambridge, Houston, Kuala Lumpur, Norwich and 
Stavanger. 

• Aquaterra Energy’s services are provided via four business streams: 
o Riser Systems:  Riser Analysis; Subsea Riser Systems; Surface Riser Systems; Connectors; 

Pipeline Risers; VIV Suppression Systems; Tieback Engineering; Centralisers 
o Offshore Structures:  Sea Swift Platforms; Subsea Drilling Templates; Subsea Protective 

Structures; Tension Decks; MOPU Wellbay Modules; Conductor Slot Addition; Bespoke 
Offshore Structures 

o Hydraulic Systems:  Hydraulic Power Units; Hydraulic Inventory; System Appraisal and 
Fluid Analysis; Custom-Made Manifolds; Image Based Information System; Hydraulic 
Hose; Patented DVS 

o Service and Rental:  SUREgrip Tension Ring; PROten Riser Tension System; Rig Floor 
Tension System; Conductor/Riser Tensioning Unit; Cement Top Up Systems; Aquascope 
Subsea Camera Systems; Disposable Camera Systems; Conductor Slot Recovery; 
Conductor Whipstocks; Rental Tools; SUREcut Cold Cutter; PDQ Drill String Connectors; 
Trash Caps; Heavy Lifting Equipment; Gyroscopes 

• Aquaterra Energy received a Queen’s Award for International Trade in 2009. 
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